Emergency Medical Evacuation Support

Global Patient Services
When you travel abroad, including
Mexico, Sharp Global Patient Services
is here for you in a medical emergency.
We help coordinate emergency medical
evacuations to a Sharp HealthCare
facility in San Diego, California,
24/7, 365 days a year.

Additional Resources
CDC Travelers’ Health
cdc.gov/travel
Safe Traveler Enrollment Program
step.state.gov
Sharp Travel Medicine
sharp.com/travel
U.S. Embassies and Consulates
usembassy.gov

This free service is available for U.S.
citizens and foreign travelers who have
health insurance coverage in the U.S.

A Health Care Organization Designed Not For Profit, But For People
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Ways We Can Help

The majority of U.S. health insurance plans (including

Follow Trusted Travel Guidelines

If you are hospitalized in a foreign country, notify

We have the expertise and contacts — including

Medicare) do not cover you when traveling outside

We recommend that you review the Centers for

the local U.S. Consulate as soon as possible.

strong relationships with many global travel

of the U.S. Please check with your health plan to see

Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) guidelines

They will be a great resource and advocate for

assistance and travel insurance companies —

if they provide worldwide coverage and assistance in

when preparing to travel abroad, and contact your

you and your family.

to efficiently work with foreign hospitals, doctors

the event of a medical emergency. If they do, request

destination country’s U.S. Consulate office for a list

Our dedicated staff is available to assist

and ground ambulance companies. We can:

a copy of what the travel benefits include and exclude.

of recommended hospitals.

you any time of day or night worldwide by

• Facilitate communication with doctors, nurses,

Questions to ask your health insurance company:

We also encourage you to join the Smart Traveler

calling +1-858-499-4102 or by emailing

case managers, discharge planners and travel

1. How much does the plan cover for medical care

Enrollment Program (STEP), a free service that

gps@sharp.com.

assistance companies
• Help family members complete any special
paperwork on behalf of patients
• Coordinate travel arrangements or transfers to
a facility closer to the patient’s home
• Provide copies of the patient’s medical records
and diagnostic studies to streamline follow-up
appointments at home

and medical evacuation?
2. Who is the contracted travel assistance company,
and what is the company’s phone number?
3. Does the coverage only coordinate air ambulance
evacuation to the nearest medical facility that can

Know Your Health Insurance Coverage
Before traveling abroad, we strongly recommend
that you have a travel protection policy with coverage

provides you with travel alerts for your

Non-emergency Services

destination country.

We can also help coordinate care, elective
procedures, second opinions and more for insured

Before you travel, have these items prepared:

expatriates and insured or cash-paying foreign

• Medical history and contacts — Carry a summary

nationals. Specialty services include orthopedics,

treat, or will they coordinate air ambulance

of your medical history, phone and fax information

cardiology, oncology, pulmonology, bloodless

transport to San Diego?

for your doctor(s), emergency contacts, and a list

surgery, mental health, outpatient rehabilitation

of all of your medications.

and OB-GYN.

4. What is the process for notifying the travel
assistance company and expediting a

Tips for Traveling Abroad

registers your trip with the U.S. Embassy and

medical evacuation?

•	Prescriptions — The CDC recommends that you
check with the foreign embassy of the country you
will be visiting or passing through to make sure
your medications are permitted in that country.
• Medical devices — If you have any medical devices

Sharp HealthCare does not sell travel protection
coverage. There are many reputable travel
protection, travel assistance and travel membership
companies available. For more information

for emergency medical treatment and evacuation.

implanted, carry your ID card and list the name

about Sharp Global Patient Services and for

Without coverage, you will be responsible for all

of the device, serial number, date of implant and

additional travel recommendations, visit

catastrophic out-of-pocket expenses.

contact information for your doctor.

sharp.com/gps.

• Copies of important information — Leave copies of
the following with a family member or friend: your
travel itinerary; passport; health insurance ID card;
medical history; medication list; contact information
for your doctor and specialists; travel insurance
policy; and U.S. Consulate phone numbers.
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